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two wave packets propagate and spread until they completely overlap, then a third phase-coherent laser pulse probes the resulting fringe pattern. The relative phase of the two wave packets is varied so that the interference produces a single localized electron wave packet on one side of the orbit or the other.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Dg, 32.80.Rm, 42.25.Hz Young's double-slit interference is fundamental to our understanding of the coherence properties of any wave phenomenon.
It has played a major role in the development of optical coherence theory [I] . Double-slit interfer- ence has also been observed with the de Broglie waves of free electrons [2, 3] . In this paper we describe an experiment in which Rydberg wave packets are used to study Young's double-slit interference within The delay between the two laser pulses used to excite the radial wave packets is precisely controlled to excite a state that looks like a one-half fractional revival. The onehalf fractional revival is the form that a single-electron wave packet takes when it has spread all of the way around the orbit and interference between the head and tail of the packet produces a fringe pattern in the form of two miniature replicas of the original wave packet located on opposites sides of the orbit [7, 9, 11, 12] . The phase relation between the pair of wave packets in the initial fractional-revival-like state can be chosen arbitrarily. This is in contrast with the fractional revival resulting from the evolution of a wave packet excited by a single pulse which has a specific phase between subwave packets. By controlling this phase we can manipulate the interference between the two wave packets, which occurs at a later time. A third laser pulse is used to probe the evolution of this superposition state and study the interference between the two excited wave packets.
The use of phase coherent pulses to study radial wave packets was first proposed a few years ago and has since been used in several experiments [14 -17] . In these studies a single pump pulse is used. The pump pulse excites a radial wave packet. This wave packet is allowed to evolve for a given time. Next, a second identical laser pulse is sent in to probe the wave packet evolution. If the original wave packet is near the core it can interact strongly with the probe pulse. (Fig. 3) . The first wave packet will have evolved to the one-half fractional revival~The two subwave packets of this state will pass the core at integer and half-integer multiples of the Kepler period as was described above. The wave packet produced by the second pump pulse will also have evolved to the onehalf fractional revival state. Since the delay between the two pump pulses was chosen to be one-half of the Kepler period, each of the initially excited wave packets will have evolved into states which exactly spatially overlap as they pass the core near the one-half revival time. So, at this probe time the wave packets excited by the individual pump pulses can strongly interfere. Figure 4 shows the evolution of a state excited with the pair of phase coherent laser pulses for three particular choices of phase difference. In the first case [ Fig. 4(a)] the phase was chosen so that the wave packets from the two pump pulses which pass the core at integer multiples of the Kepler period exactly cancel, and the packets which pass the core at half-integer multiples of the Kepler period add constructively.
The result is a single welllocalized wave packet oscillating at the classical period: a full revival. This phase was found experimentally by fixing the probe delay at 10' and monitoring the Ramsey fringe amplitude as the phase relationship between the two pump pulses was varied. Once the fringe amplitude was minimized, the phase between pump pulses was locked and kept fixed as the delay of the probe pulse was scanned to look at the wave packet evolution. Fig. 4 (c) the wave packet is still split into two subpackets at the probe time. In fact, for this case the wave packet will never come to a full revival. Hence, this wave packet has no analog in a wave packet excited by a single laser pulse.
The examples in Fig. 4 
